
17 March 2022 

Dear Air Future shareholder, 

Crowd Funding drawing to a close.
Your Pledge provides progress.

https://www.pledgeme.co.nz/investments/447-air-future-ltd

With the crowdfunding nearing closure we can say thank you to those who have already 
pledged. They have enabled the $200,000 minimum to be achieved. This is an important 
milestone, and the key for us to commence the operational milestones referred to in the 
investment documentation.

With the minimum achieved it still means that every extra dollar accumulates to expand and 
hasten achievement of these operational milestones. In the closing period ahead it is very 
beneficial to the Company’s scope and speed of progress that shareholders considering 
pledging investment still do so. The offer is still open for some days and we are hopeful of 
further funds.

Every $ raised over and above the minimum target can hasten and benefit the core milestones, 
vis: product import for demos and pilots, market development and cornerstone partnerships to 
elevate the Company to the next level of commercialisation.

So if you were considering pledging please do so – your investment will make a bigger 
difference than you may appreciate. And your company is poised to make a difference. 

Outside of wars, pandemic, and natural disasters, one of the biggest political issues is climate 
change. Not just politically, but financially, economically, even survival for some nations, and 
some would also add this generation’s legacy. Whatever your beliefs are, climate economics is 
becoming one of the greatest single drivers of the next decade and beyond. 

And we are in the box seat.



It needs money and it needs MDI product.

And we believe we are about to bring the two together, and this crowdfunding is the platform.

Yes, we have raised our minimum. Yes, we will be targeting cornerstone investors to achieve 
and increase your Company’s goals and value. And yes, we will be targeting NZ markets and 
demos. 

But another yes! We are still hopeful to bring in more than just the minimum.

The reason - because we believe the planets for Air Future are finally aligned, and your 
Company is eager for a speedier and broader platform from which to drive our 2022 
milestones.

Support your Company - Offer Closing. Pledge Now.

https://www.pledgeme.co.nz/investments/447-air-future-ltd
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